E-Learn at Code85 Servers
Matthew B. Gately (mgately@code85.com)

Terms of Use
These terms of use are subject to change at any time without notice. It is the responsibility of the user to
review these terms each and every time that they use the site.

Acceptable Use
This site is designed to be used to facilitate learning, check answers or find solutions. All documents and
information contained in them are the Copyright work of Matthew B. Gately and cannot be
redistributed without permission except as noted below.
Commercial, Medical, and Government Use
Limited commercial use of online applications is acceptable; however use that slows down the system is
unacceptable. Additionally, the accuracy of the programs is not verified for business, medical, or
government use. Use of values or approaches by any portion of this system is at the risk of the person
or business using them. There is no guarantee of the accuracy of the values or the correctness of the
approaches.
Academic Use
Using documents without modifying them in an academic classroom setting is acceptable and only
requires an e-mail to mgately@code85.com notifying of such use. Some equations can be used to solve
homework problems however this is NOT their intent. Use them to learn how to solve a problem, or to
verify a correct answer. Do NOT use the work as your own.

Our Philosophy
It is our philosophy that information should be shared and free, however when documents are created
to facilitate learning, credit should be given to the authors. You will find links to references and
documents that assisted us in our learning and we request the same.

Unauthorized Access
Hacking of any sort or unauthorized access will not be tolerated. Actions that interfere with the use of
this system in anyway are considered denial of service attacks. Any unlawful activity will be reported
immediately to the appropriate law enforcement agency.
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